
Stellenangebot vom 16.06.2017

Content Manager (m/f)

Fachrichtung: Writer / Editor

Art der Beschäftigung: Vollzeit

Eintrittsdatum: ab sofort

PLZ / Ort: 10437 Berlin

Land: Deutschland

Firmendaten

Firma: Sandbox Interactive GmbH

Straße & Hausnummer: Pappelallee 78-79

PLZ / Ort: 10437 Berlin

Ansprechpartner

Name: Zezgin Sahinbas

Position:

Straße & Hausnummer: Pappelallee 78-79

PLZ / Ort: 10437 Berlin

E-Mail: zezgin.sahinbas@sandbox-interacti

ve.com

Job-Beschreibung

Content Manager (m/f)

Sandbox Interactive is an ambitious Game Studio located in the heart of Berlin. Since 2012,

we are developing the online game „Albion Online“, which has already established itself as the

first truly cross-platform MMO for Windows, Mac, Linux, iOS and Android. With a

player-driven economy, classless character customization as well as full-loot PvP fights as

further core features, Albion Online is one of the hottest and most-anticipated MMORPGs with

already more than 250,000 Founders and rapidly growing.

If you love to work hands-on as well as goal-oriented, we have a dynamic team with flat

hierarchies waiting for you. Take the chance to work on an exciting project with the
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opportunity to take over responsibility and grow personally and apply today!

YOUR CHALLENGE:

Write interesting and engaging Community and Development News for the Albion Online

website.

Be responsible for implementing fresh news-categories centered around our community.

Write and manage the creation of articles for our knowledge base.

Manage a small team of freelance editors.

Drive and expand the written content around Albion Online - find new and exciting ways

to inform and entertain the community.

YOUR PROFILE:

Excellent writing skills in the English language

A passion for computer games in general and MMORPGs in particular

Basic Photoshop and layouting skills

Basic HTML knowledge

Ideally with writing experience in a gaming-related job

Bonus points for a journalism, creative writing, or literature degree

WE OFFER:

Work on an ambitious cross-platform product, the scope of which extends beyond the

commonplace of game design.

Exciting projects with a high degree of personal ownership and the opportunity to grow

personally and together with the company.

Great company culture with a young and dynamic team of industry experts.

Work in the heart of Europe’s capital for start-ups and technology, with countless bars

and other amenities nearby.

Attractive compensation in line with industry standards.

YOU ARE INTERESTED?

Then apply now! Please make sure to include a sample of your writing skills - preferably

gaming / MMORPG-related.
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